
When being correct is wrong  

Years ago I enrolled my son at a Model C (former white) Primary school. I wanted him to attend this 
school because it was convenient for traveling and had facilities. The schools near Walmer Estate 
were in a poor condition and did not have facilities like a hall, a library or a suitable play area etc. 

As it was a fee paying school, approval was at the discretion of the Principal who initially refused the 
application. Perhaps she thought that I would not pay or maybe she did not like my face. A reason for 
the rejected was not given. Like most Muslims and other non-whites I suspected discrimination.  

The Principal did however place my son on a waiting list.  

Since I was familiar with the National and Provincial Minister of Education I informed the Principal that 
if required, I could request either Minister to telephone or submit a character reference on my behalf. 

Sometime after my son was accepted, I was elected to the governing body. By managing the new 
applications, I began an approach to undo what I assumed was “discrimination”. To fulfil my “notion of 
equity” I ensured that brown and black kids, received a special reception on application. Those living 
in Walmer Estate, Bokaap, and Woodstock were fortunate as they were in the schools feeder zone.   

As the years continued the management which includes some senior teachers and elected parents 
confirmed a concern. The school experienced behaviour problems that had not previously existed. 
That most problems came along with the Black, Brown and Muslim children was uncomfortable.  

An analysis suggested that a few parents had problems at home and since they did not have the skill 
to manage their issues, their children were exposed to the festering conflict. As a result the children 
brought this harmful behaviour with to school. Since children often lack skills to verbalise trauma, their 
behaviour often disrupted the classroom. Bullying and other issues followed as the few troubled kids 
consumed the educator’s time and energy. The irony was that many of these troubled families were 
not paying full fees and some received total exemptions. Thus, not only were the kids unsettling the 
progresses of the fee paying children, the non-payers were driving the school into bad debt. 

When I approached some parents about the issues, many were defensive. Some parents either did 
not realize or did not care how their behaviour at home impacted on education in the classroom. 
Resentment also resulted as some parents felt that the school was prying into their home life. 

A few Muslim parents, who clearly did not have the complete picture of how progress was impacted, 
assumed that I was siding with the mainly white staff. Ironically some parents whom I admitted to the 
school now accused me of adopting an ostensible “white peoples perspective”. Few bothered to 
understand that to manage a school, required an overall collective responsibility and not an emotive, 
racial or culturally centred approach. That the holistic well-being of all the children was more important 
than the emotive needs of few troubled individuals was difficult to articulate. 

This reality was reflected annually when very few parents attended the school budget meeting.  

In my effort to give Muslims and other non-whites a helping hand to attend a privileged school I 
inadvertently also created some problems. Many parents including myself now have to pay more 
school fees to subsidise those that do not pay. To add insult to injury, those who do not pay often do 
not bother to show gratitude by at least attending school meetings. 

The next time I accept kids to attend the school under my governance, my approach will be different. 
My understanding of governance and my role as a leader has benefited from this experience. 
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